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ABSTRACT
Background The aim of this study was to examine the effects of reduced recovery opportunities on health, associated with chronic internal workload (ie, during work) and external workload (ie, following work).

Methods Data from two consecutive surveys (2013 and 2016) from the Norwegian Living Conditions Survey on Work Environment were used. To assess a dose–response association between workload and health, self-reported ratings of internal workload (ie, having too much to do and skipping lunch breaks during work) and external workload (ie, using mobile technology for work-related issues during leisure time) over the two time periods were divided into tertile groups representing low, medium and high workload. Anxiety, depression, physiological and psychological fatigue and sleep were assessed as outcome symptoms.

Results Chronic medium levels of internal workload were associated with psychological fatigue (OR=2.84, 95% CI 1.75 to 4.62) and physical fatigue (OR=1.85, 95% CI 1.31 to 2.63), and high internal workload was associated with psychological fatigue (OR=7.24, 95% CI 4.59 to 11.40), physical fatigue (OR=4.23, 95% CI 3.06 to 5.83) and sleep problems (OR=1.81, 95% CI 1.07 to 3.05). Chronic external high workload was only associated with psychological fatigue (OR=1.67, 95% CI 1.26 to 2.22) and with physical fatigue problems (OR=1.47, 95% CI 1.09–1.98) when the data were adjusted for age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational status.

Conclusions This study emphasises that individuals who chronically experience high workload are at an increased risk for reporting psychological and physical fatigue, and sleep problems.

INTRODUCTION

The need for recovery from work in relation to health and well-being has been emphasised in several psychological models. According to Hobfoll’s Conservation of Resources (COR) model, individuals have an innate drive that motivates them to ‘create, foster and conceive’ personal resources. Key resources are those that help to maintain survival, self-esteem and well-being. Work demands are thought to be particularly resource consuming. In terms of the Effort-Recovery model, Meijman and Mulder argue that during demanding work individuals expend psychological and physical resources in order to complete task requirements. Following demanding work, such resources are depleted, and restored only after a period of rest. Failure to adequately restore depleted resources results in a greater need for recovery, and fatigue, and can lead to the development of health problems.

Both the COR and the Effort-Recovery models are quite prescriptive, suggesting that recovery naturally occurs in the absence of work. Others have argued that recovery should be conceptualised as a dynamic construct relating to changes in the psycho-physiological state of the person. In this perspective, recovery is understood as an active process, and ‘recovery’ can never be fully achieved as there is no actual point when you can identify when someone is recovered. Therefore, it is argued that research should focus on recovery as a regulation process. Temporarily disengaging from work activities (mentally and physically) throughout the working day may help to rebuild resources, thus aiding the recovery process.

It is possible to think of recovery in terms of behaviours that can occur during working hours (‘internal recovery’) and recovery that takes place outside of work during leisure time (‘external recovery’). Internal recovery can be obtained through imposed or unscheduled rest breaks, which help to prevent the accumulation of workload and fatigue that builds up during the day. Research has demonstrated that taking small recovery breaks in the afternoon can boost work engagement and regular breaks during the day help people keep motivated and energised. Furthermore, regular recovery breaks can decrease the risk of injuries at work. Taking regular breaks throughout the working day has also been associated with increased job performance.

Arguably, the most important internal recovery takes place during lunch breaks. Taking lunch breaks has been associated with increased energy levels at work, reduced fatigue and positive affect. The positive effects on health, well-being and performance by taking a break seem to be moderated by levels of autonomy. While the available evidence suggests that work breaks including lunch breaks are generally associated with greater health, well-being and work performance issues, this conclusion is based on a small number of studies and there is a clear lack of longitudinal research in this area.

Mobile technology has revolutionised the way people work. By the use of smartphone and tablets, it has become relatively easy over recent years to stay connected to work and to work pretty much anywhere. This enables workers to be contacted outside of work and to conduct work outside their contractual hours, which has generally been thought to impede recovery as it...
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places similar demands on the psycho-physiological systems that were activated during work. Occasionally working without a break and outside scheduled hours is unlikely to have a long-term impact on health, but habitually working during one’s leisure time in order to fulfil work demands is likely to increase the risk of chronic fatigue, exhaustion and other health issues.

Geurts and Sonnetag argue that both internal and external recovery are necessary prerequisites for maintaining health and that ‘incomplete recovery is an important pathway for chronic health impairment’. Although both internal and external recovery have been identified as being important mechanisms underlying health impairment, it appears that the majority of research has focused on external recovery, and there is a clear lack of knowledge concerning the effects of internal recovery on health. Indeed, researchers have commented on the particular lack of empirical evidence surrounding the role of lunch breaks as an internal recovery aid.

In summary, recovering from the demands of work is vital for health and well-being. The aim of the present study was to examine the effects of internal and external workload that impedes recovery, on health, over time (chronically), by using data from the longitudinal Norwegian Living Conditions Survey on Work Environment (2013–2016). This nationwide survey is representative of Norwegian workers, and one of the strengths of the survey is that the same workers are followed over time, thus allowing the examination of variables within the same individuals over time. We examined the effects of chronic internal workload, defined as having too much work to do and skipping breaks during the working day, and chronic external workload, defined as using technology for work purposes during leisure time, on health and well-being. Five distress symptom outcomes were examined: anxiety, depression, physical fatigue, psychological fatigue and sleep problems.

METHOD

Study population

The data were provided by Statistics Norway’s (SSB) Levekårundersøkelsen om Arbeidsmiljø 2013 and 2016 (The Living Conditions Survey) on Working Conditions and Working Environment. This survey is conducted approximately every 3 years, and the data are representative of the Norwegian population. Data were collected through telephone interviews in the period from April 2013 to January 2014, for the 2013 survey; and in the period from April 2015 to January 2016 for the 2016 survey. The 2013 survey contained 10 875 individuals; however, by including only those reporting to work 25 hours or more, the sample was reduced to 4758 individuals. Of these 4758 individuals, 3186 (70%) responded to the follow-up survey in 2016. Due to missing/incomplete data, the final sample size for the internal workload group was n=1715, and n=1760 for the external workload group. The sample characteristics are reported in table 1.

Measures

Internal and external workload

Internal workload was assessed using the following three items: (1) Do you have so much to do that you work skip lunch, (2) How often is it necessary to work at a high pace? and (3) How often do you have too much to do? Items were rated on a 5-point scale with 5=very often or always, 4= somewhat often, 3=occasionally, 2=rarely and 1=very rarely or never. The internal consistency (Cronbach’s α) of this factor was 0.71 (2013) and 0.70 (2016). External recovery was assessed using the following three items: (1) How often are you contacted outside of work time? (2) How often do you read and answer emails outside of working hours? and (3) How often do you keep updated on electronic information for work outside of working hours (eg, blogs, social media, etc). Internal workload items are adapted from the Job Content Questionnaire. The internal consistency (Cronbach’s α) of this factor was 0.74 (2013) and 0.72 (2016).

Distress symptoms

Experience of distress was assessed in 2016, using the following symptoms: anxiety, depression, physical fatigue, psychological fatigue and sleep problems.
fatigue and sleep problems. Anxiety, depression and sleep items were rated on a 4-point scale from 1=not bothered, 2=little bothered, 3=quite bothered and 4=very bothered over the previous month. Ratings were recoded into dummy variables; values 1 through 2 coded as low, and 3 through 4 being high for each symptom. Physical and psychological fatigue were rated on a 5-point scale from 1=daily, 2=sometimes per-week, 3=once a week, 4= sometime per-month and 5=never/almost never. Similar variables have previously been used as distress symptoms in several other studies that have examined the consequences of insufficient external recovery.23–26 The prevalence and percentages of the distress symptoms are presented in online supplementary tables S1 and S2.

Covariates

**Education level**

Education level was classified by the Norwegian standard (0–8) grouping for education level where 0=no education, 1–3=mandatory education, 4–5=further vocational education and 6–8=higher education.

**Occupational classification**

Occupational classification was based on the Norwegian standard for occupational classification where 1=managerial positions, 2=academic/professional positions (requiring higher education), 3=professions requiring college level of education, 4=office/administrative profession, 5=sales and service professions, 6=farming, fishing, etc, 7=skilled crafts, 8=operators and transport workers, and 9=unskilled professions.

**Job autonomy**

Levels of autonomy at work were assessed using the mean of the following three items: (1) to what extent can you decide how to work, (2) to what extent can you decide your work pace and (3) to what extent can you influence decisions that are important to you at work. Items were rated on a 5-point scale with 5=a very high degree, 4=a high degree, 3=to some degree, 2=to a small degree and 1=a very small degree. The internal consistency (Cronbach’s α) of this factor was 0.70 (2013) and 0.72 (2016). Internal workload and job autonomy items are adapted from the Job Content Questionnaire.

**Data analysis**

To examine the association between workload and distress symptoms (anxiety, depression, physical fatigue, psychological fatigue and sleep problems) at 2016, ratings of internal and external workload made at 2013 and 2016 were divided into tertiles (low, medium, high, using the 2013 cut-offs). Thus, three groups were formed representing individuals who chronically reported either low, medium and high workload (internal or external) at 2013 and 2016. Individuals who changed exposure group, for example, from high to low, were omitted from the analysis. This resulted in a loss of 1471 individuals for internal workload and 1426 individuals for external workload. For each set of analysis, the low workload group was used as the comparison against the medium and high workload groups. For each symptom, crude ORs were initially calculated using logistic regression analysis, and then age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational position (entered as a ranked categorical variable broken into dummies) were included as covariates. For completeness, we also report a separate set of analysis (online supplementary tables S3 and S4) where we report the association between the average measure of workload between 2013 and 2016, and distress symptoms. This resulted in an increased number of participants available for analysis (internal workload n=2989, external workload n=3186).

**RESULTS**

Table 1 reports the demographic characteristics and the mean and SD of the study variables. Table 2 summarises the crude and adjusted ORs for internal recovery. As can be seen in table 2, medium and high workload exposure increased the risk of reporting psychological and physical fatigue, with the risk greater in the high exposure group. Specifically, for psychological fatigue, the ORs for the medium exposure group was 2.84, and 7.24 for the high exposure, and 1.85 and 4.23, respectively, for physical fatigue. The OR for sleep problems was 1.81 for the high exposure group. After adjusting for age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational position, the ORs decreased slightly, but the overall pattern of the results remained comparable.

Online supplementary table S3 summarises the crude and adjusted ORs for internal workload based on the data from the averaged measure of workload between 2013 and 2016, and distress symptoms. The ORs for the medium exposure group was 1.36 for anxiety, 2.43 for psychological fatigue and 1.76 for physical fatigue. For the high exposure group, the ORs was 1.47 for anxiety, 4.56 for psychological fatigue, 3.22 for physical fatigue and 1.66 for sleep problems. After adjusting for age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational position, the ORs for the medium exposure group was 2.14 for psychological fatigue and 1.84 for physical fatigue; the ORs for the high exposure group was 1.42 for anxiety, 3.80 for psychological fatigue, 3.78 for physical fatigue and 1.57 for sleep problems. After adjusting for age, gender, education level, job autonomy, occupational position and distress symptoms reported at 2013, psychological fatigue (ORs=1.85 and 3.04) and physical fatigue were (ORs=1.53 and 2.83) were the only distress symptoms that remained significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Crude and adjusted ORs (95% CIs) of internal workload group (low, medium, high) (2013–2016) on psychological and physical well-being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crude OR (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted OR (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted for age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational position</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

symptoms associated with medium and high internal workload, respectively.

Table 3 presents the crude and adjusted ORs for external recovery. Surprisingly, we found no significant dose–response effect of medium exposure for external workload on any of the distress symptoms. However, there was a dose–response effect for high external workload on psychological fatigue, OR=1.65 (adjusted OR=1.77). Thus, chronic exposure to high external workload was associated with increased risk of reporting psychological fatigue. The only other distress symptom associated with high external workload was physical fatigue, but only once the analysis was adjusted for the covariates (OR=1.47).

Online supplementary table S4 summarises the crude and adjusted ORs for external workload based on the data from the averaged measure of workload between 2013 and 2016, and distress symptoms. For psychological fatigue, the ORs for the medium exposure group were 1.40 and 1.58 (OR=1.41 after adjusting for age, gender, education level, job autonomy, occupational position and distress symptoms reported at 2013). Physical fatigue was the only other distress symptom associated with medium (OR=1.24) and high (OR=1.32) external workload, but only once the analysis was adjusted for age, gender, education level, job autonomy and occupational position.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to explore the health-related factors within individuals who consistently fail to take recovery opportunities, during or after work. Our analysis revealed that high internal workload—defined as habitually having too much work to do during working hours—was associated with increased psychological fatigue, physical fatigue and sleep problems. Specifically, individuals who regularly experienced high internal workload were found to be seven times more likely to report psychological fatigue, four times more likely to report physical fatigue and nearly twice as likely to report sleep problems, relative to those that did not. Interestingly, the association between internal workload and the distress symptoms remained after adjustments for the covariates including job autonomy and occupational position.

Conceivably, the greatest recovery occurs during our free/leisure time; however, technology has made it increasingly more difficult for workers to detach from work as the boundary between work and home is now more permeable. The ease of checking work emails, social media or various Twitter/news feeds, in addition to making and receiving phone calls, means that we rarely spend time simply being and relaxing.29 30 Even during breaks within the working day, people check work-related emails. It is thus becoming more common for people to attend to work-related issues during their personal time29 and by doing so, ipso facto, this limits the available time to unwind and recover. Järvenpää and Lang21 introduced the notion of the ‘Empowerment/Enslavement Paradox’. This highlights two contrasting perspectives concerning the influence of technology on well-being. The use of technology allows the worker more flexibility over how they manage their working and home life which could lead to feelings of satisfaction and control.32 Thus, the use of technology may be an insulating factor against high workload and stress and therefore empower individuals. Contrarily, the opposing view suggests that the availability of technology may encourage more work-related behaviour, thus limiting the time to relax. Technology therefore may actually decrease an individual’s feeling of control33 and persistent use of technology for work could reduce health and well-being long term.34 35 Interestingly, there is empirical support for both perspectives and therefore the evidence remains inconclusive.15 In the present study, our findings lend support for the latter hypothesis in that external workload—defined as being electronically connected to work and being contactable about work outside normal working hours—was associated with increased psychological fatigue. Indeed, workers who reported high external workload were 1.67 times more likely to report psychological fatigue relative to those who did not.

The analysis see (online supplementary material) was recalculated using the average measure of workload between 2013 and 2016, which increased the sample size. Interestingly, even with an increased number of participants, the results were very similar, although with slightly lower ORs. Thus, the effect of workload appears stronger when individuals consistently report the same level of workload exposure overtime.

Several researchers have commented that there has been a relative lack of research examining internal recovery20 21 and interestingly within this study, lack of internal recovery, that is, high internal workload, was found to be more important in respect for distress symptom reporting that recovery that takes place at the end of the working day. Considering that workers spend approximately a third of their day working, this is an important finding, suggesting that workers who frequently experience a high workload (with the possibility of missing adequate breaks) are potentially putting their health at risk. Although there will be individual differences,16 there is a trend of working through lunch, and this trend needs to be reversed. Interestingly, a longitudinal study reported that the proportion of energy and macronutrients consumed at lunch time has decreased over a 17-year period and that perhaps this is due to people not stopping to have a proper lunch.37

There are several initiatives aimed to enhance recovery during work, such as lunchtime ‘green exercise’ programmes,38 but these may, to some extent, be dependent on the availability of
green space. Perhaps the most obvious way to ensure that workers rest is to make breaks mandatory where possible. This could be achieved by a top-down managerial approach by enforcing a fixed work–rest schedule throughout the day. However, a bottom-up approach through educating the workforce is also needed. The notion of recovering from work during working hours seems to be counterintuitive and a contradiction in terms, but as recovery is a dynamic process, scheduling frequent breaks during the working day and encouraging recovery activities should reduce the likelihood of fatigue postwork.14 17 39

LIMITATIONS
First, the data were collected within one country and therefore the results may not generalise to other countries. Second, although one of the strengths of this study was that the same individuals are follow-up over time, there was a substantial dropout of individuals between 2013 and 2016. While this may be expected to a degree, it should be noted that the difference was greater with regards to the education background of the respondents, with higher education being overrepresented. There was however no statistical difference in age or gender in those who participated in the 2016 survey and those who dropped out. Third, although we demonstrated that chronic internal workload was associated with increased postwork distress symptom reporting, we were unable to address the factors that inhibit or promote recovery in the present study. Indeed, there is a lack of evidence concerning the ideal rest break in terms of timing, length or activity and this would somewhat depend on the nature of the job and the individual. Another limitation relates to our definition of the word chronic. In this study, we define chronic workload as those who reported the same experience of workload at two time points (low, medium and high), but in reality, workload may fluctuate over time. There are likely to be periods over the 3 years when workload is high, and other times when workload is lower. Due to the date collection methods of the survey, it was not possible to assess workload at other times during the 3 years.

To control for the possibility of reversed causality—it is possible that individuals with poorer well-being evaluate their workload higher—adjustment for reported distress symptoms at baseline was added in a third step on the analysis. While this weakened the association between workload and the outcome indicators, it may also have been an underestimation of the true effects of the association; it is likely that some participants reporting elevated distress may have had high workload preceding their enrolment on the study. Finally, this study used single-item measures, the use of which may be questioned. However, due to practicality constraints (eg, survey length, repeated sampling over time and sample size), a recent review concluded that single items can provide valid information.40 Notwithstanding these limitations, one of the strengths of this study was that it examined the chronic effects of workload longitudinally. It remains unclear how the experience of exposure to persistent high workload over time affects health and well-being, and whether similar effects are found for internal and external workload. Most research has focused on external workload and there is a lack of studies that have examined the effects of workload longitudinally.

CONCLUSION
Most people will find themselves occasionally skipping breaks and working during the evening in order to meet important deadlines or to complete work before they go on leave. In the short term, this is unlikely to have long-term health consequences. However, persistently being exposed to a high workload appears to be associated with increased risk of fatigue and sleep problems. This study was conducted over a period of 3 years, and further work is needed to establish the longer effects and whether habitually experienced fatigue develops into additional health problems over time.